In this paper we consider an experimental study of approximation algorithms for scheduling problems in parallel machines minimizing the average weighted completion time. We implemented approximation algorithms for the following problems:
Introduction
In this paper, we consider an experimental study of approximation algorithms for scheduling problems. Several job scheduling problems in parallel machines that appears in practice are NPhard. The scheduling problems we consider are all NP-hard and consists in scheduling a set of jobs, under some restrictions, in a set of machines minimizing the average weighted completion time. If we consider that , we cannot solve these problems to optimality efficiently. This motivates the development of approximation algorithms, that are efficient and produces results with quality guarantee. We implemented some approximation algorithms to scheduling jobs in parallel machines and study their computational performance.
Given an algorithm for a minimization problem and an instance of this problem, we denote by the value of the solution returned by when applied to the instance and we denote by the value of an optimal solution to . We say that an algorithm has an approximation This research was partially supported by FAPESP project 01/04412-4, MCT/CNPq under PRONEX program (Proc. 664107/97-4) and CNPq (Proc. 470608/01-3, 464114/00-4, 300301/98-7).
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factor , or is an -approximation, if , for all instances . When the algorithm is probabilistic and the inequality is valid for all instances , where is the expected value of the solution returned by algorithm , we say that is a probabilisticapproximation algorithm.
For all problems considered in this paper, we denote by the set of jobs and the set of machines. When machines are unrelated ( e.g. have different processing speed) we denote by the processing time of job when executed on machine , and by when all machines are identical. We denote by the release date of job , which represents the moment that a job can start and denote by the importance weight of finishing the job earlier. The completion time of the job is denoted by .
Since we consider several scheduling problems, we use the notation introduced by Graham, Lawler, Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan [3] . In the following we detail the terms used in this paper under this notation. The term corresponds to the machine environment, for identical machines or for unrelated machines. The term tell us some restrictions about jobs, if they have release dates, , if the jobs can be interrupted and continued later, , etc. Finally the term indicates the objective function we want to minimize.
All problems we consider are non-preemptive, although algorithms for preemptive problems are used to find intermediate solutions.
There are a lot of work in the development of approximation algorithms, but very few consider practical performance analysis. In [5] , Hepner and Stein present an implementation of a PTAS for a single machine scheduling with release dates. In [7] Savelsbergh et al., also present an experimental study of some approximation algorithms for scheduling problems in a single machine. They consider the problem and a variant of this problem when an average weighted flow time is minimized, i.e, problem . We implemented algorithms for the following problems:
, , , and . For the problem we implemented the algorithm developed by Phillips et al. [8] . This algorithm is combinatorial and is based in a heuristic for the preemptive case. For the problem we implemented the algorithm of Kawaguchi and Kyan [6] , that is based in a list scheduling heuristic. For the problems and we implemented algorithms of Schulz and Skutella [9] . The algorithm for the first problem is combinatorial and the algorithm for the second problem is based on a solution of a linear program. Both algorithms are probabilistic. For the problem we implemented the algorithm developed by Skutella [10] that is based on a solution of a semidefinite program.
We observe that there exists PTAS algorithms for parallel machines as presented by Afrati et al. [1] , but their implementation requires extra efforts and results in algorithms with time complexity represented by very high degree polynomials.
To our knowledge, this paper is the first to consider practical analysis of approximation algorithms for parallel machines. All algorithms are implemented in C. For the algorithms that require solutions of linear or quadratic programs we use the Xpress-MP library, of Dash Optimization [2] . Based in the practical results, we propose a simple modification on the algorithm presented by Schulz and Skutella [9] for and on the algorithm of Kawaguchi and Kyan [6] . In the tests we consider, we show that these heuristics obtain solutions with better quality.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the implemented algorithms and give some insight of how they work. In section 3 we compare two lower bounds for problems and some of its particular cases. In section 4 we present the computational results.
Algorithms
In this section we describe the algorithms and the way they are implemented. We do not show how their approximate factors are obtained. The interested reader can find more details about the approximation results of these algorithms in the references.
All algorithms are implemented in C. To solve the linear and semidefinite programs considered, we use the Xpress-MP library due to its recognized efficiency.
Algorithm PSW for
The algorithm of this section was developed by Phillips et al. [8] which we denote by PSW. It finds a solution in two phases. In the first phase, the algorithm finds an approximated solution for the preemptive version of this problem and in the second phase it uses an algorithm that converts the preemptive schedule to a non-preemptive schedule. The preemptive version of this problem is already NP-hard, and is approximated by a 2-approximation algorithm. The algorithm that converts the preemptive schedule to a non-preemptive one, produces a new schedule that is at most three times worse than the preemptive schedule. This leads to a 6-approximation algorithm for the problem (see [8] ). The algorithm for the preemptive schedule is based in the following idea: at any time, execute jobs with the shortest remaining amount of work. The time complexity of the implemented algorithm, which we denote by Preemptive, is . The algorithm PSW, uses the preemptive scheduled generated by the algorithm Preemptive scheduling each job in the machine which completed in the preemptive schedule.
The algorithm generates a list , for each machine , of jobs ordered by their preemptive completion times in the preemptive schedule. For each machine , the algorithm PSW generates a non-preemptive schedule with jobs in the order specified by , with the constraint that no job starts before its release date.
The time complexity of the implemented algorithm is plus the time complexity to generate the preemptive schedule.
Algorithm KK for the problem
The algorithm of this section is an extension of the problem for the problem . The problem can be solved optimally with the following algorithm developed by Smith [11] : order jobs in non-decreasing order of and schedule the jobs in this order. The aproximation algorithm for the parallel machine case is an extension: order jobs in non-decreasing order of and schedule jobs in this order every time a machine becomes free. Kawaguchi and Kyan [6] have shown that this algorithm generates schedules with a factor of of the optimal. The implemented algorithm, which we denote by KK, have time complexity .
Algorithm SZSK for the problem
The algorithm of this section was developed by Schulz and Skutella [9] and we denote it by SZSK. The algorithm is a probabilistic 2-approximation algorithm. For each instance, the algorithm SZSK is executed 100 times and the best generated schedule is returned. In our experiments, we observed that more executions leads to very small improvements. The algorithm is related to the linear formulation for a single machine problem presented below. We have variables , for each job and for each time interval that a job can run. We also have variables , that represents the finishing time of job . The constant is an upper bound for the completion time of any job. The relaxed linear program, denoted by LPS, is the following:
Min and and
This linear program can be solved using a combinatorial algorithm [9] . Suppose we have just one machine times faster than the machines considered. Consider the processing times of the jobs to be times smaller. Construct a preemptive schedule for this single machine with the new processing times using the following rule: at any time, construct a preemptive schedule on the new single machine by scheduling, among the available jobs, the one with the smallest ratio. The resulting schedule corresponds to an optimum solution to the formulation. Each variable receive value if job is processed during time in the generated schedule. Notice that the algorithm Preemptive is easily modified to solve this formulation and can be implemented to run in . After this, we construct a schedule based in probabilistic assignments. We choose for each job , a variable uniformly distributed from the interval . Then we consider the probabilistic finishing time, i.e., the first time in the schedule where the total amount of work done is . We denote this value by . The algorithm SZSK attributes each job uniformly and independent to one of the machines. For each machine the algorithm schedules jobs in nondecreasing order of values . The time complexity of the algorithm SZSK is .
Algorithm SK for
The algorithm of this section is a probabilistic 2-approximation algorithm based on a semidefinite formulation and is presented by Skutella [10] . We denote the algorithm by SK. The quadratic program for this problem has binary variables , that says that a job is to be processed in machine , if and only if and variables that represents the finishing time of job . We also have a function that specify the execution order of a job pair in machine . The job must be processed before in machine if
. Min diag where diag is positive semidefinite and diag is a diagonal matrix with the vector . Given a solution for QSP, job is assigned to machine with probability and in each machine the execution order is given by the function . In our implementation, this assignment is performed 100 times returning the best generated schedule. For the special case of identical parallel machines, the optimal solution of the above formulation is given by . In this case, we implemented a combinatorial algorithm for this especial case attributing each job to a machine with probability . This combinatorial algorithm is denoted by SK-C. The time complexity of the algorithm is plus the time complexity to solve the semidefinite program QSP.
Algorithm SZSK2 for
The algorithm for problem is also a probabilistic algorithm and is, presented by Schulz and Skutella [9] . The algorithm, denoted by SZSK2, is based in the solution of a linear formulation and is a generalization of the algorithm SZSK. As in the linear program of the algorithm SZSK, this formulation have variables that represents the finishing time of job and variables , that says that job is processed in machine at time , for each time interval . The maximum time that a machine can execute is denoted by . The formulation is exponential, but it can be made polynomial with a small loss in the objective function using interval times that increase exponentially in their size. In this case, we have binary variables indicating the execution of job in machine at interval . The size of an interval is denoted by . For simplicity we denote by . The relaxed formulation, which is denoted by LPSS, is the following: e The algorithm solves the linear program LPSS and assign each job to a machine-interval pair at random with probability . The jobs assigned to a machine are scheduled in non-decreasing order of intervals assignment. If there are more than one job assigned to the same pair , the algorithm schedule them in order of their value . For a given setting this algorithm has a probabilistic -approximation factor. As in the algorithm SK, the probabilistic assignment step is executed 100 times and the best generated schedule is returned. The time complexity of this algorithm is plus the time complexity to solve the linear program LPSS. Since this algorithm is executed with different values of , we denote by SZSK2 the algorithm SZSK2 with the given value of , that is, the algorithm SZSK2 is the algorithm SZSK2 with value of .
Two Heuristic Algorithms
In this section we present a new algorithm denoted by HE1 for the problem , that is a simple modification of the algorithm SZSK2 and an extended heuristic of algorithm KK for the problem , which we denote by HE2. In [4] , Hariri and Potts present a simple heuristic algorithm for used to find an upper bound for a branch and bound algorithm. The algorithm is as follows:
1. Let be the set of all (unsequenced) jobs, let and and find .
2. Find the set and find a job with and .
3. Set , sequence job in position , set , set and set .
If
, then stop with the sequence generated having H as its cost. Otherwise set and go to step 2.
In algorithm SZSK2, the jobs are assigned to pairs machine-interval and them executed in each machine by the order of intervals assignments. In algorithm HE1, the assignment step is done as in algorithm SZSK2, but the jobs assigned to a machine are scheduled using the algorithm of Hariri and Potts.
The algorithm HE2 executes an extended heuristic of algorithm KK: every time a machine becomes free, execute among the available jobs, the one with smallest ratio . Notice that without the presence of release dates, this algorithm is essentially algorithm KK.
Study of Two Lower Bounds
In this section we present an experimental study of two formulations that provides lower bounds for our algorithms. The first formulation is the semidefinite formulation QSP presented for algorithm SK, and the second is a linear formulation LPSS presented for algorithm SZSK2. For problems that consider jobs with release dates we used the lower bounds provided by the linear program LPSS. For problems without release dates we performed a computational study to determine which formulation give lower bounds with better quality. For the most generic problem , we consider three cases:
, and . We also tried to study the case but we could not solve integer instances of this problem in a reasonable amount of time. We performed five tests with 100 jobs for each case. The processing times of jobs were taken uniformly from the interval and was chosen uniformly from the interval . The linear program LPSS is generated with time intervals defined with parameter and . Besides the quality of the lower bound increases using when compared with the solutions with , the solutions provided by the algorithms do not differ so much as we will see in the next sections. The lower bounds of these two formulations are compared with the value of an integer solution, which we obtained from the integral solutions of program QSP. The results of these tests can be seen in We also performed computational tests to compare the lower bounds for problem . In this case we could solve only instances up to 20 jobs with 2 machines and 15 jobs with 5 machines. The next theorem, proved by Skutella [10] , helps us to understand the hardness to obtain integer solutions for instances of this problem.
Theorem 3.1 For instances of , an optimum vector solution of the quadratic program QSP is for all . This optimum solution is unique if all ratios , are different and positive.
In all instances the solution of the quadratic program is exactly the one provided in the theorem. Since the Xpress solver finds the optimal integer solution using a branch and bound tree, the number of nodes is exponential. We could not solve these kind of problems even if we use an upper bound provided by our approximation algorithms. We could solve only instances with 20 jobs for problem and instances with 15 jobs for problem . In all generated tests, the lower bounds provided by the formulation QSP are better than the lower bounds provided by formulation LPSS. Also note that when the difference is not so large. We do not use smaller values of since the increase in the computational time to solve such formulations is very high.
Practical Analysis of the Implemented Algorithms
In this section, we present the results of our tests. Since some problems are particular cases of others, we performed several different tests. Each subsection is reserved for one case. Before presenting the computational results for each problem, we describe the proceeding to generate each test. For each test we generate 100 jobs with processing requirement uniformly chosen from the interval and chosen from the interval . When the problem require release dates, the data is generated using the same approach used by Hariri and Potts [4] . The release dates are uniformly chosen from the interval . This simulates the arrival of jobs from a stable queue according to a Poisson process with parameter [5] . The time in all tables is given in seconds. The ratio in the table corresponds to , where is the value found by the algorithm and is a lower bound for the optimal solution. We perform tests with 2, 5, 7 and 10 machines. As was done in [5] , we generated five different instances for each test problem, so the results in each line of the tables corresponds to the mean of five tests. The algorithms were tested on a AMD Athlon 1.2Ghz with 800 MB of RAM under Linux 2.4.2-2 kernel.
Tests for the problem
In this problem we used the algorithms KK, SZSK, SK-C, SZSK2 and HE1. We do not use the algorithm HE2 here because without the presence of release dates this algorithm generates the same solutions of algorithm KK. The Table 3 : Comparison between KK, SZSK, SZSK2, HE1 and SK-C.
The algorithms obtained very good results for all tested instances. The algorithm KK is the most simple and obtained the best results generating solutions with values less than of the lower bounds, besides the other algorithms use more advanced ideas. As we can see, the ratio grows when we use more machines. For algorithm KK the increase is very small. For the other ones the growth is more representative. We believe that with more jobs per machine the ratios obtained tends to decrease. This can be seen in graphics (1, 2, 3 and 4) . We will describe more about this behavior in the next subsection.
To solve the problem we used the algorithms PSW, SZSK, SZSK2, HE1 and HE2. Although the algorithm SZSK is the combinatorial version of the algorithm SZSK2 for identical machines, we also included the algorithm SZSK2 in the comparisons. The algorithms SZSK2 and HE1 were executed with parameter and . We perform different tests using different values for parameter to generate the release dates. We used parameter , and . The LB column has the fractional optimal solution of the linear program of algorithm SZSK2 with . It is interesting to note that this lower bound may be far away from the integer optimal, since the value of an optimal integer solution for the program is already a lower bound for the original problem . The tables 4, 5 and 6 present the results obtained for these tests. Table 4 : Comparison between PSW, SZSK, SZSK2, HE2 and HE1.
The algorithm HE2 generate the best schedules in all tests. Notice that the algorithm HE1 obtain better results when we have few machines and small values of . The algorithms PSW and HE1 are the second best in all cases. For all tests, the algorithm PSW generate solutions that are at most of the lower bound although its approximation factor is 6. Other interesting point is that the ratio for the algorithm SZSK get better results when we have more machines with bigger values of . The algorithm SZSK2 obtained better results than the algorithm SZSK for all cases, except when we have big values of and more machines as we can see in table 6. Analyzing the fractional solution of the linear program used by the algorithm SZSK2, we can see that the solver generates an optimal fractional solution using less machines in such a way that variables of some machines are Table 6 : Comparison between PSW, SZSK, SZSK2, HE2 and HE1.
little used. Consequently, the generated schedule have some machines that are almost unused. The algorithm SZSK is the combinatorial version of SZSK2 but the jobs are attributed to all machines uniformly. This also explains why the algorithm HE1 when compared to the algorithm PSW, get better results using two machines than 7 and 10 machines. Based on this observation we try to solve the linear program LPSS under the algorithm HE1 with an increase in the number of jobs per machine. Note that the algorithm HE1 is based in the algorithm SZSK2 and we can expect the same behavior in both algorithms. We perform several tests that can be seen in tables 7, 8, 9 and 10. The interesting point to note is that when we get a ratio of approximately 60 jobs per machine the algorithm HE1 produces better schedules. The solution of the linear program has better attribution when this happens. We also present some graphics (1, 2, 3 and 4) that summarizes these results. As we mentioned in the previous subsection, the algorithms get better results when we use more jobs per machine. This can be easily verified in these graphics. Notice that we could not solve all instances of the problem with a given . When we solved the problem with ten machines for example, we used and the time to solve the linear program LPSS is still high. With such values, the lower bound provided by the linear program becomes worse and the ratios obtained in these tests are bigger than the ones of the previous tests. We believe that such ratios could be much better. Table 10 : Comparison between PSW, and HE1. 
In this problem we use the algorithms SK, SZSK2 and HE1. For the tests in table 11 we choose uniformly from the interval . In the tests presented in table 12 the processing times are chosen from different intervals to give the idea that we have machines with different speeds. Us- ing two machines the processing times are chosen from the interval for the first machine and from for the second machine. Using five machines the processing times are chosen from intervals, . Using seven machines the processing times are chosen from intervals, . In the tests with ten machines, the processing times are chosen from intervals . We use and in the algorithms SZSK2 and HE1. The LB column corresponds to the fractional solution found by the quadratic formulation QSP of the algorithm SK. Table 12 : Comparison between SK, SZSK2 and HE1.
As we can see all algorithms produces schedules very close to the optimal. For all tests, the algorithms produced solutions with values that are at most of the lower bound except for the algorithm SK that generated a solution with value of the lower bound. In general the algorithm HE1 generate better schedules. Other point is that although the semidefinite program QSP generate fractional solutions that are closer to the optimal, the algorithm SK generate the worst schedules even if compared with the algorithm SZSK2 .
Comparison for problem
In this case we use the algorithms SZSK2 and HE1 to solve problem . Table  13 show the results of the tests. The processing times were chosen uniformly from the interval and we use to generate release dates. The LB is the optimal fractional solution of the linear program with . We emphasize that this lower bound may be far away from the integer optimal solution, since an integer optimal solution to is already a relaxation of the problem . The algorithm HE1 get better results in all tests. 
Conclusion
We present computational results for some approximation algorithms for scheduling on parallel machines. As expected, the practical solutions yields ratios better than the approximation factor of the presented algorithms. We also note that algorithms with more refined techniques does not lead to better results. In fact, for problems and algorithms PSW and KK obtained the best results even when compared to algorithms with advanced ideas. We also note that the solutions provided by the algorithm SK is worst than the solutions provided by the algorithm SZSK2 despite the semidefinite program generate fractional solutions with better quality. Finally we present two heuristics that get better results in almost all cases studied.
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